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Preamble

I Starting point: consumers in lower-income and high-minority areas experience worse
outcomes along the quality dimension (Begley and Purnanandam 2021, JFE)

I Relevance: understanding demand and supply factors that influence the quality of
financial services is important to guide policymakers

I Objective: analyze supply factors
I financial firms’ internal labor allocation

I Results:
I Human capital is a major factor affecting the provision of financial services

I Financial firms allocate worse-performing loan officers in lower income areas

I Conclusion: internal labor allocation contributed to disparities of treatment across areas
with different income levels
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Discussion

I Empirical setting and endogeneity

I The role of mortgage loan officers

I Measuring quality of financial services
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Comment 1: empirical setting

I Challenge: ‘isolate variation in supply that is orthogonal to demand ’

PerfMLOizt = β1︸︷︷︸
>

PerfMLOizt−1 + εizt

FirmAllocMLOizt = β2︸︷︷︸
>

Incomezt + εizt

FinServQualist = β3︸︷︷︸
>

QualityMLOist + εist

I Supply factors might still be function of the consumer demand

I For example, complexity of products or evaluation of borrower worthiness

I To evaluate the impact of supply factors, one should keep the demand factors fixed
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Comment 2: role of mortgage loan officers?

I Job responsibility: best mortgage for a client and best lenders, then write an application
for the client

I Getting a license that costs ≈$600:
I state-specific fee (30$), federal fee ($60), background check ($46), test fee ($110), credit

report ($15), 20-hour course ($350)

I Intermediary (commission) or working directly for a lenders

I Can you distinguish between self-employed and employees?
I Self-employed mortgage loan officers might be a better option for lower-income individuals

I They maximize the probability for an individual to be granted a loan

I You empirical exercise might be capturing only part of the story (segmentation)
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Comment 2: competition and incentives of MLO?

I License is not (too) expensive but it does create entry barriers
I %35 of Americans have less than $1,000 readily available

I Competition in the market for MLOs
I More skilled MLOs get to choose their location

I Less skilled MLOs have no choice

I Consistently, statistics show the move up variable has a very small average (≈0.006),
while the move down variable is much larger (≈0.07)

I It could either be firms’ allocation is close to optimal since the beginning or firms are
forced to place less skilled MLOs in lower income areas
I Different stories with different policy implications
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Comment 2: competition and incentives of MLO?

I Moreover, I would like to know more about the incentives scheme of MLOs

I Provision of lower quality services could be a symptoms of the wage structure

I Behr, Drexler, Gropp , and Guettler (2019) show that loan officers’ main activities (loan
prospecting, screening, and monitoring) are sensitive to the compensation structure

I Incentives might be differ across income areas. Do you have information about MLOs’
contracts? Are they standard?

I Even if they are standards, MLOs’ gains might be a function of the loan size: likely the
average loan is larger in higher-income areas

I These are stories driven by labor market frictions and incentives rather then firms’
endogenous internal labor allocation
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Comments 3: measuring of quality financial services
I As in Begley and Purnanandam (2021), mortgage complains collected by the Consumer

Financial Protection Bureau to capture quality of financial services

9 BUREAU OF CONSUMER FINANCIAL PROTECTION 

Products and Services 
As shown in Figure 2, credit or consumer reporting, debt collection, credit card, mortgage, and 
checking or savings accounts were the most complained about consumer financial product and 
service categories in 2019. Collectively, these products comprised approximately 89% of all 
complaints the Bureau received. 

FIGURE 2: COMPLAINT VOLUME BY FINANCIAL PRODUCT OR SERVICE12 

 

  

                                                        
12 This figure excludes approximately 700 complaints where the consumer did not select a specific consumer financial 
product or service. 

2019 2018 vs. 2019

Credit or consumer reporting

Debt collection

Credit card

Mortgage

Checking or savings account

Student loan

Money transfer or service, virtual currency

Vehicle loan or lease

Personal loan

Prepaid card

Payday loan

Credit repair

Title loan

154,500 (44%)

75,200 (21%)

2,100 (0.6%)

1,100 (0.3%)

29,900 (8%)

27,300 (8%)

26,900 (8%)

9,100 (3%)

8,200 (2%)

7,900 (2%)

4,600 (1%)

4,100 (1%)

500 (0.2%)

-12%

23%

10%

59%

10%

-8%

-9%

-3%

-8%

-7%

4%

4%

1%
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Comments 3: Measuring the quality financial services

15 BUREAU OF CONSUMER FINANCIAL PROTECTION 

TABLE 1: HOW COMPANIES HAVE RESPONDED TO CONSUMER COMPLAINTS16 

Financial Product 
or Service 

Closed 
with 
monetary 
relief 

Closed 
with non-
monetary 
relief 

Closed with 
explanation 

Administr
-ative 
response 

Company 
reviewing 

Company 
did not 
provide a 
timely 
response 

All 4% 14% 73% 3% 5% 1% 

Credit or consumer 
reporting 

<1% 20% 69% 3% 7% <1% 

Debt collection <1% 10% 81% 1% 3% 4% 

Credit card 16% 10% 68% 2% 4% <1% 

Mortgage 3% 3% 86% 3% 4% 1% 

Checking or 
savings account 

18% 3% 68% 3% 5% 2% 

Student loan 2% 7% 85% 1% 2% 3% 

Money transfer or 
service, virtual 
currency 

9% 6% 76% 2% 4% 2% 

Vehicle loan or 
lease 

4% 6% 83% <1% 4% 2% 

Personal loan 5% 5% 75% 4% 4% 6% 

Prepaid card 17% 3% 68% 1% 8% 2% 

Payday loan 1% 1% 83% 5% 3% 7% 

Credit repair 11% 6% 68% 2% 6% 8% 

Title loan 3% 11% 74% 1% 4% 7% 

 

                                                        
16 Percentages throughout this report may not sum to 100% due to rounding. The Bureau requests that companies 
provide a response to each complaint within 15 calendar days of the complaint being sent to the company. When a 
complaint cannot be closed by the company within 15 calendar days, the company may indicate that work to respond 
to the complaint is “In progress” and provide a final closure response within 60 calendar days of the complaint being 
sent to the company. Responses provided outside the 15- or 60-day timeframe are considered “untimely.” 

I 86% of complains are resolved with an explanation

I Does the result survive when using all complaints as measure of quality?
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Final remarks

I Important topic, very cool data, and well-written paper

I The motivation and findings might be more connected: can we use your findings to guide
policy interventions?

I It would be nice to narrow down the economic mechanism determining the labor allocation
to learn about the source of the problem generating (or contributing) to disparities in
quality of financial services
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Thank You!
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